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Database systems with large data sets and high throughput applications can challenge the capacity 
of a single server. 
 High query rates can exhaust the CPU capacity of the server. 
 Larger data sets exceed the storage capacity of a single machine.
 Finally, working set sizes larger than the system’s RAM stress the I/O capacity of disk drives.

To address these issues of scales, database systems have two basic approaches: vertical scaling and 
sharding
 Vertical scaling adds more CPU and storage resources to increase capacity. 

 Scaling by adding capacity has limitations: high performance systems with large numbers of CPUs and large amount of RAM are disproportionately 
more expensive than smaller systems. 

 Additionally, cloud-based providers may only allow users to provision smaller instances. 
 As a result there is a practical maximum capability for vertical scaling.

 Sharding, or horizontal scaling, divides the data set and distributes the data over multiple servers, or shards.
 Each shard is an independent database, 
 Collectively, the shards make up a single logical database

MONGODB SHARDING
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Addresses the challenge of scaling to support high throughput and large data sets

Reduces the number of operations each shard handles 
 Each shard processes fewer operations as the cluster grows. 
 As a result, a cluster can increase capacity and throughput horizontally
 For example, to insert data, the application only needs to access the shard responsible for that record

Reduces the amount of data that each server needs to store
 Each shard stores less data as the cluster grows.
 For example, if a database has a 1 terabyte data set, and there are 4 shards, then each shard might hold only 

256GB of data. If there are 40 shards, then each shard might hold only 25GB of data.

SHARDING
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SHARDING IN MONGODB
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Shards (mongd) store the data. To provide high availability and data consistency, in a production 
sharded cluster, each shard is a replica set.

Query Routers (mongos instances), interface with client applications and direct operations to the 
appropriate shard or shards.
 The query router processes and targets operations to shards and then returns results to the clients.
 A sharded cluster can contain more than one query router to divide the client request load.
 A client sends requests to one query router. Most sharded clusters have many query routers.

Config servers store the cluster’s metadata. 
 This data contains a mapping of the cluster’s data set to the shards. 
 The query router uses this metadata to target operations to specific shards.
 Production sharded clusters have exactly 3 config servers

SHARDING IN MONGODB
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Every database has a “primary” shard that holds all the
un-sharded collections in that database

To change the primary shard for a database, use the
movePrimary command.
 The process of migrating the primary shard may take significant

time to complete, and you should not access the collections until
it completes.

When a new sharded cluster is deployed with shards
that were previously used as replica sets, all existing
databases continue to reside on their original shard

Databases created subsequently may reside on any
shard in the cluster

PRIMARY SHARD
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Special mongod instances that store the metadata for a sharded cluster. 

Use a two-phase commit to ensure immediate consistency and reliability. 

Do not run as replica sets. 

All config servers must be available to deploy a sharded cluster or to make any changes to 
cluster metadata.

A production sharded cluster has exactly three config servers
 For testing purposes you may deploy a cluster with a single config server
 But to ensure redundancy and safety in production, you should always use three.

CONFIG SERVERS
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Config servers store the metadata in the config database. The mongos instances cache this data 
and use it to route reads and writes to shards

MongoDB only writes data to the config server in the following cases:
 To create splits in existing chunks. 
 To migrate a chunk between shards. 

MongoDB reads data from the config server data in the following cases:
 A new mongos starts for the first time, or an existing mongos restarts.
 After a chunk migration, the mongos instances update themselves with the new cluster metadata.
 MongoDB also uses the config server to manage distributed locks.

CONFIG DATABASE
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MongoDB distributes data, or shards, at the collection level. 

Sharding partitions a collection’s data by the shard key.

A shard key is either an indexed field or an indexed compound field that exists in every document 
in the collection. 

MongoDB divides the shard key values into chunks and distributes the chunks evenly across the 
shards. 
 range based partitioning or hash based partitioning

DATA PARTITIONING
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MongoDB divides the data set into ranges determined by the shard key values 
 Consider a numeric shard key: If you visualize a number line that goes from negative infinity to positive infinity, each 

value of the shard key falls at some point on that line.
 MongoDB partitions this line into smaller, non-overlapping ranges called chunks 
 chunk is range of values from some minimum value to some maximum value.

Given a range based partitioning system, documents with “close” shard key values are likely to 
be in the same chunk, and therefore on the same shard

RANGE BASED SHARDNIG
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For hash based partitioning, MongoDB computes a hash of a field’s value, and then uses these 
hashes to create chunks

With hash based partitioning, two documents with “close” shard key values are unlikely to be 
part of the same chunk. 

This ensures a more random distribution of a collection in the cluster

HASH BASED SHARDING
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MongoDB allows administrators to direct the balancing policy using tag aware sharding.

Administrators create and associate tags with ranges of the shard key

Assign those tags to the shards.

The balancer migrates tagged data to the appropriate shards and ensures that the cluster
always enforces the distribution of data that the tags describe

 Tags are the primary mechanism to control the behavior of the balancer and the distribution of chunks in a cluster.
 Most commonly, tag aware sharding serves to improve the locality of data for sharded clusters that span multiple

data centers

TAG AWARE SHARDING
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Range based partitioning supports more efficient range queries
 Given a range query on the shard key, the query router can easily determine which chunks overlap that range and 

route the query to only those shards that contain these chunks
 It can result in an uneven distribution of data, which may negate some of the benefits of sharding

 If the shard key is a linearly increasing field, such as time, then all requests for a given time range will map to the same chunk, and thus the same 
shard.

 In this situation, a small set of shards may receive the majority of requests and the system would not scale very well

Hash based partitioning, ensures an even distribution of data
 Hashed key values results in random distribution of data across chunks and therefore shards. 
 Random distribution makes it more likely that a range query on the shard key will not be able to target a few 

shards but would more likely query every shard in order to return a result

RANGE & HASH BASED SHARDING
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The addition of new data or the addition of new servers can result in data distribution 
imbalances within the cluster
 particular shard contains significantly more chunks than another shard 
 a size of a chunk is significantly greater than other chunk sizes

MongoDB ensures a balanced cluster using two background process: splitting and the balancer

MAINTAINING A BALANCED DISTRIBUTION
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Background process that keeps chunks from 
growing too large. 

When a chunk grows beyond a specified chunk 
size, 
 MongoDB splits the chunk in half 
 Inserts and updates triggers splits. 

 Splits are an efficient meta-data change.
 To create splits, MongoDB does not migrate any data or affect the 

shards

SPLITTING
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The balancer is a background process that manages chunk migrations.

Runs from any of the query routers in a cluster

When the distribution of a sharded collection in a cluster is uneven 
 The balancer process migrates chunks from the shard that has the largest number of chunks to the shard with the least 

number of chunks until the collection balances
 For example: if collection users has 100 chunks on shard 1 and 50 chunks on shard 2, the balancer will migrate chunks 

from shard 1 to shard 2 until the collection achieves balance

BALANCING
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The shards manage chunk migrations as a background operation between an origin shard and a 
destination shard. 
 During a chunk migration, the destination shard is sent all the current documents in the chunk from the origin shard. 
 Next, the destination shard captures and applies all changes made to the data during the migration process. 
 Finally, the metadata regarding the location of the chunk on config server is updated
 If there’s an error during the migration, the balancer aborts the process leaving the chunk unchanged on the origin 

shard. 
 MongoDB removes the chunk’s data from the origin shard after the migration completes successfully

BALANCING (2)
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BALANCING (3)
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Adding a shard to a cluster creates an imbalance since the new shard has no chunks. 
 MongoDB begins migrating data to the new shard immediately
 It can take some time before the cluster balances.

When removing a shard, the balancer migrates all chunks from a shard to other shards. 

After migrating all data and updating the meta data, you can safely remove the shard

ADDING & REMOVING SHARDS FROM A CLUSTER
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Horizontal partitioning splits one or more tables by row, usually within a single instance of a 
schema and a database server.
 Reduce index size (and thus search effort) provided that there is some obvious, robust, implicit way to identify in which 

table a particular row will be found, without first needing to search the index,
 e.g., the classic example of the 'CustomersEast' and 'CustomersWest' tables, where their zip code already 

indicates where they will be found

Sharding goes beyond this: it partitions the problematic table(s) in the same way, but across 
potentially multiple instances of the schema 
 Search load for the large partitioned table can now be split across multiple servers (logical or physical), not just 

multiple indexes on the same logical server
 Splitting shards across multiple isolated instances requires more than simple horizontal partitioning
 Sharding splits large partitionable tables across the servers, while smaller tables are replicated as complete units

SHARDING VS HORIZONTAL PARTIONING
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Cloud

{
"geometry": {
"type": "Point", 
"coordinates": [

4.821773, 
45.7513

]
}, 
"full_location": "Autoroute du Soleil, 

69005 Lyon", 
"_id": "Criter11185353", 
"properties": {
"confidentiality": "noRestriction", 
"probability": "certain", 
"mobility": "", 
"creationtime": "2016-06-07 19:40:00", 
"publiceventtype": "", 
"networkmanagementtype": "", 
"observationtime": "2016-06-07 

19:40:00", 
"last_update": "2016-06-07 19:43:30", 
"numberoflanesrestricted": "0", 
"effectonroadlayout": "", 
"creator": "CRITER", 
"id": "Criter11185353", 

"firstsupplierversiontime": "2016-06-07 
19:40:00", 

"version": "1", 
"linkname": "", 
"type": "VehicleObstruction", 
"status": "active", 
"direction": "bothWays", 
"locationtype": "nonLinkedPoint", 
"disturbanceactivitytype": "", 
"last_update_fme": "2016-06-07 

19:44:29", 
"endtime": "", 
"creationreference": "", 
"informationstatus": "real", 
"townname": "Voie Rapide Urbaine de 

Lyon", 
"publiccomment": "Bouchon, km 455|Voie 

Rapide Urbaine de Lyon", 
"roadmaintenancetype": "", 
"versiontime": "2016-06-07 19:43:26", 
"starttime": "2016-06-07 19:40:00", 
"gid": "39258", 
"abnormaltraffictype": ""
}

}
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Exa 1018
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Yota 1024

Balanced and smooth fragmentation
(shards size, location, availability)

SHARDING DATA ACROSS DIFFERENT STORES
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- Which attribute can be used to shard the collection?
- Is there critical data with particular availability requirements?
- Should some fragments be collocated?

Balanced and smooth fragmentation
(shards size, location, availability)
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Decision making depends on: item data structure, distribution of
values of each attribute of the data structure, dependency among attributes ...

This information must be discovered, computed and/or extracted

Balanced and smooth fragmentation
(shards size, location, availability)

Aggregating and Managing Big rEaltime Data in the Cloud : application to intelligent transport for Smart Cities; Gavin Kemp, Genoveva Vargas-Solar, Catarina Ferreira da Silva, Parisa
Ghodous;. Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Vehicle Technology and Intelligent Transport Systems, May 2015, Lisbon, Portugal. pp.107-112
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DATA COLLECTION AND DISTRIBUTED STORAGE



Data collections
 Twitter 10 Go
 Urban Grand Lyon

cloud-info.univ-lyon1.fr
platform  
 3 router, 3 config server, 3 shard with 3 replica 

sets 
 4 vcpu 2.5 Ghz, 8Go ram, 80 Go disk

Ranged & Hashed sharding
user.location
Hashed sharding _id [MinKey –

“Lyon,FRANCE”]

[“Lyon,FRANCE”-
“Lyon, Rhône-Alpes”]

[“Lyon, Rhône-Alpes”
- MaxKey]

cv

cv

cv

Key = 
user.location Shard 1

Shard 2

Shard 3

EXPERIMENTATION



Chunk distribution uniform across 
all 3 experiments

# of documents & amount of data 
varies 
 greatly in the case of ranged location
 to a lesser extent for hashed location

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: DATA DISTRIBUTION



Filter queries
 {user.location: «Lyon»} user.location = Lyon
 {user.location:null} user.location = null

Regular expressions
 {user.location:/^lyon$/i} user.location = Lyon ignoring case
 {user.location:/lyon/i}  user.location containing Lyon ignoring case

Non indexed attribute
 Search for the document with the locArray equal to Lyon ignoring case: {locArray:/^lyon$/i} 
 Search for the document with the locArray equal to Lyon: {locArray: «Lyon»} 

EVALUATING SHARDING SOLUTIONS THROUGH QUERIES



Ranged sharding gives both the best and the worst performances

Hashed _id gives the most consistent and generally low time

Hashed location gives some of the best times
 The most complex queries remain relatively quick

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: QUERIES
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